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New report reveals what kids think about
war and terrorism
• New independent research from CHILDWISE reveals children’s and
teenager’s views on war and terrorism
• The research interviewed 1,557 children and teenagers age 7-16 and
allows their voices to be heard on war and terrorism
• University of Birmingham academic Dr Reza Gholami says report
findings should act as ‘a wake-up call’
A new report reveals how much children worry about war and terrorism and why – and if they don’t
worry why not? It also looks at what solutions children have for making the world a safer place to
grow up in.
The CHILDWISE What Kids Think About…War and Terrorism report interviewed a representative
sample of 1,557 children aged between 7 and 16.
“This report takes a step back and allows children and teenagers’ words to speak for themselves, in
turn allowing us to understand their thoughts, feelings, and opinions on the subject of war and
terrorism,” says Dr Helena Dare Edwards, CHILDWISE researcher.
“It’s not often that adults hear what kids think about subjects like war and terrorism. But these
matters affect them so they have a right to a voice,” says Helena.
Dr Reza Gholami, a leading academic in this area and a senior lecturer in sociology of education at
the University of Birmingham, wrote an independent foreword to the report. “The findings should
act as a wake-up call,” he says.
“This report by CHILDWISE has immediate and long-term value to policy makers, the public sector,
including educators, third sector and civil society organisations and, of course, the general public,”
adds Dr Gholami.
Previous research by CHILDWISE has shown war and terrorism are top concerns among children. This
latest report expands on this finding.
“The focus of the report rests on children’s own words, with their responses complemented by
analysis and interpretive commentary to illustrate difference across age and gender and to highlight
both majority and minority viewpoints and everything in between,” says Helena Dare Edwards.

This report on War and Terrorism is the first in a new series from CHILDWISE called ‘What Kids Think
About’. Each issue will look at what children have to say about a topic – with a different area
examined in detail in each issue.
Methodology. Researchers interviewed 1,557 children and teenagers age seven to 16 via the
CHILDWISE school panel. Interviews were carried out online in 24 schools across the UK, primarily in
the state sector.
CHILDWISE is an independent market research agency specialising in children and young people.
CHILDWISE has a programme of published independent research and conducts research for
government agencies, charities, broadcasters, publishers and brands www.childwise.co.uk
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